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* Oregon has experienced explosive growth in recreational snowshoeing over the past several
years* Snowshoe Routes Washington sold over 10,000 copies* Many Oregon snowshoe routes
begin and end in maintained Sno-Parks, facilitating accessibility throughout the winterSnowshoe
Routes: Oregon is the state's first complete guide to this increasingly popular sport of
snowshoeing. Routes range from beginner to backcountry, and the majority are easily
accessible from the major cities of Portland, Eugene, and Bend. Included is information on
snowshoe equipment and technique, clothing and footwear, winter safety, avalanche safety, and
winter camping.

If you want to snowshoe in Oregon, this is your book. ― The CascadianMountaineers Books has
a deserved reputation for solid, information-rich guidebooks, and Snowshoe Routes: Oregon is
no exception ... Andersen also supplies an insightful touch and color that make it obvious from
the details that he's flop-footed each of the routes. ― Salem (OR) Statesman-JournalSnowshoe
Routes: Oregon is a clearly organized, concisely written, and informative guide to snowshoe
routes covering the entirety of Oregon... [It] is a useful source for experienced snowshoers, yet is
spun entertainingly for individuals interested in all types of winter recreation. ― Northwest Travel
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parkIntroductionWant to know a big secret about snowshoeing? It’s easy. Don’t let anybody tell
you otherwise. Snowshoes were first designed centuries ago as a utilitarian method for getting
around in deep snow. They are still the simplest method of winter travel. As the saying goes, if
you can walk, you can snowshoe. No special equipment, other than the shoes themselves, is
required. Although your experience will improve as you practice a few techniques—some of
which this book will teach you—there just isn’t a lot to learn about the use of snowshoes.
Anybody who is ready for winter weather is ready for a snowshoe outing. Once you’ve got the
proper weatherproof outdoor clothing, and some basic backcountry know-how, all you need are
the snowshoes themselves.The backcountry doesn’t shut down during winter. In fact, winter has
the effect of reinventing the wilderness. Favorite summertime trails are reborn with winter’s
snowy arrival. Hikers on snowshoes can revisit a trail they explored the previous summer and
find that everything has changed. Snowy robes now drape familiar trees. Lakes freeze over into
silent disks of ice. Splashing streams bubble quietly under ice sculptures. The bugs—and crowds
—disappear. In their place are new opportunities and new challenges.There are as many types
of snowshoeing outings as there are people who try it. For those who aren’t interested in skiing,
or who just want to get away from it all on a crystalline winter day, snowshoeing is the easiest
and most time-efficient method for escaping civilization. Just put them on your feet and start
walking. The activity lends itself to idle afternoon wanders across a snowy golf course or up a
frozen river. For avid hikers who despair over the onset of winter, snowshoeing is their ticket
back out into the open country. Those who set their sights higher can take snowshoes up toward
the summits of the Cascade Mountains. Snowboarders who welcome the challenge of
backcountry riding can trek to those slopes on top of a pair of snowshoes. And for those who are
looking for a real change of pace, snowshoeing makes the backpacking season go year-round.
Winter campers may endure long, frozen nights, but they’re likely to discover peace and solitude
that are unavailable during the other seasons.SNOWSHOE BASICSMount BachelorAs with
most outdoor equipment, snowshoe styles vary, but they’re all based on one simple objective: to
get people above the snow by making their feet extra large. One look at a moose floating on his
big feet through a snowy forest shows that snowshoes are hardly an original invention. Likewise,
rabbits use their wide feet to the same advantage. Snowshoe hares can dash right across a
meadow of new-fallen snow, thanks to their big feet. Wooden snowshoes have existed for
centuries; in fact, some researchers list the snowshoe as one of humankind’s earliest inventions.
Long before horses arrived on the American continent, Indians used snowshoes when hunting
buffalo on the Great Plains.The basic design concept is fairly simple. Most snowshoes are
essentially glorified tennis rackets. Their rigid outer frames, usually oval, used to be made of
sturdy—but pliable—wood such as ash. In between that was the “decking” material, which was



made of straps of rawhide or leather. This allowed the shoe to be light and durable but still keep
a person’s feet above the snow. Today most snowshoes are constructed with synthetic materials
such as neoprene or Hypalon® nylon to “float” the wearer.In the center of the decking is the
binding, which used to be a mind-boggling network of laces or straps tied over and around the
wearer’s boots. Today’s snowshoe bindings are greatly improved: some sport only a few straps;
some use a series of ratcheting buckled straps; and still others work like a modern
snowboarder’s “step-in” binding, with a plate that snaps to a binding on the bottom of a
snowboarding boot. The most common arrangement, however, consists of a few straps in critical
spots: around the heel, over the instep, and across the toe. Anybody who can tie a shoe or strap
on a river sandal can operate modern snowshoe bindings. A key component of the snowshoe is
the toe-hole in the decking. Because the bindings are flexible, and are often only attached to a
center or master cord that stretches the width of the snowshoe, there needs to be a hole for the
toe to drop into while the wearer steps forward. This keeps the shoe parallel to the snow’s
surface without slapping up against the wearer’s boots, or without shoveling snow every time the
wearer takes a step.Traditional wooden snowshoes varied in size; some of them stood as tall as
their wearers. These longer models, such as the “Yukon” or “Tracker” designs, were more suited
to wide-open terrain and had long wooden “tails” that functioned as a rudder, keeping the shoes
oriented forward. Other snowshoes were smaller and rounder, such as the “Bearpaw,” which was
designed to maneuver in thick brush.Snowshoer/snowboarder on Tumalo MountainModern
snowshoes wear longer, weigh less, and are more user-friendly to beginners and experts alike.
The most significant difference is the size. Newer snowshoes are basically variations on the
“Western” style, invented in the 1950s, which turns out to be a versatile enough design to take
anywhere. These shoes generally measure between 8 and 10 inches wide, and 25 and 40
inches long.But the most significant design improvement is the addition of metal traction points
similar to a climber’s crampons. Because snowshoe routes in the Cascades can present a
variety of snow conditions—from slush to hard ice—and at least one or two steep hills, having
the bite of metal (or even just hard plastic points) underfoot can give a snowshoer the
confidence of sure footing. Many of the older wooden snowshoes, although beautiful, lack this
essential feature and might prevent a person from taking many of the trips listed in this
guidebook.One clarification, however, is necessary: even with today’s safe, functional designs,
snowshoes still do allow people to walk on top of all snow surfaces without sinking into the snow.
Snowshoes are not magic. They are designed to displace snow, provide a platform, and keep
people from “post-holing” up to their hips. If you think your snowshoes aren’t doing you any good
because you’re still sinking a few inches into the snowpack, try walking in deep snow without
them. After you dig yourself back out of your hole, you will have learned a great hands-on lesson
in snowshoe effectiveness.TECHNIQUELearning to walk with snowshoes probably takes less
time than learning how to put them on. The night before your outing, take time to figure out your
snowshoe straps and adjust them for your boots. (This is not something you want to do in the
snow at the trailhead, with your pack on and your group waiting to hit the trail.) Once you’re



strapped in, take a couple of steps and you’ll realize it’s much like walking in a pair of big boots.
The only real technique you’ll need to learn comes into play when you encounter
hills.Remember that your foot is now attached to a metal cleat, or crampon. When you climb a
hill, use those metal spikes to your advantage and really step into the snow. Let the snowshoe’s
platform land on the snow normally while you focus on engaging the entire cleat. The same
principle applies for descending: make sure your boot and cleat engage the snow firmly and
completely. Try not to lean too far backward or forward. The idea is to get as much of your foot
onto the snow as possible. The platform will do its work without your forcing it.Snowshoer with
babyEven the smallest and lightest snowshoes prevent you from making quick pivoting
movements. Backing up is never easy because the tails of your snowshoes are likely to catch on
the snow. Instead, take small circular steps to turn around. This technique will help you with
steep hills. If it’s too steep to climb straight up (and you need to go up, and the avalanche hazard
is minimal), you can make a series of switchbacking zigzags to the top. In steep and deep snow,
take longer and higher steps to keep from sliding back onto your previous step. If you use ski
poles, remember not to rely on them to push yourself up the hill and off the snow. Ski poles give
you balance and support, but your feet and snowshoes must do the work.Ouch!A WORD
ABOUT ETIQUETTECross-country skiers and even snowmobilers use many of the routes in this
book. While proper behavior around snowmobiles consists merely of staying out of their way,
there are a few considerations that snowshoers should keep in mind for good skier–snowshoer
relations.Cross-country skiers need a smooth, uninterrupted track so their ski patterns or
climbing skins can have enough snow to grip. Without that, they’re likely to lose traction and slip
backward on hills. Nothing can harm those tracks more than a hole from a boot or snowshoe.
And nothing bothers skiers more than having their smooth tracks interrupted by snowshoe holes.
When sharing trails with skiers, try to make your own path and stay on it, even if you’re just
traveling parallel to a ski track. This will help ensure that these trails stay open to snowshoers.
There’s usually plenty of room out there, and it keeps everyone happy on busy trails.WHAT YOU
WILL NEEDSnowshoesBefore you decide what kind of snowshoe to use, you need to decide
what kind of snowshoer you are. Factor in your weight, the weight of your pack, and the type of
trips you plan to take. As a rule of thumb, the bigger you and your backpack are, the bigger your
snowshoes need to be.Most modern snowshoes are no bigger than 10 by 40 inches. If your
weight with or without a pack is more than 200 pounds, you should consider getting these bigger
snowshoes, even for short trips. If you weigh between 180 and 200 pounds, with or without gear,
consider shoes that measure about 9 by 30 inches. Oregon’s wetter snow quality, however, will
allow you to get away with a smaller snowshoe in all but the lightest eastern Oregon snow. If you
can buy or rent only one size of snowshoe for a variety of applications, a snowshoe of 8 by 25
inches might just do the trick. Although no snowshoe will enable you to stay completely above
every kind of snow, you will maximize your efficiency by using a snowshoe properly selected for
you. Rent a couple of different sizes and styles to get a feel for what you’ll need. If you’re like me,
medium-sized but given to carrying heavy loads, a medium-sized snowshoe will work fine most



of the time.FootwearAlthough you can buy “snowshoe-specific” boots, most sturdy, water-
resistant hiking boots will work well for most snowshoers. For years I used an insulated “pac”
boot with a rubber bottom and leather upper. This certainly kept me warm but didn’t offer much
support when my outings got progressively longer and more involved. Remember, this is still
hiking. Wear boots that offer you both support and comfort for a long and potentially wet day.
Wearing gaiters over your boots will keep snow out of your socks. Use good noncotton socks to
keep your feet warm and supported. There’s no good reason to ever wear a cotton sock in the
backcountry because the material never dries out and offers no insulation when wet. Layering
socks to ward off blisters and cold is fine as long as you don’t pack your feet in too tightly. Cutting
off circulation to your toes is a quick route to frostbite.ClothingWool or synthetic clothing that
offers insulation is really your only option for any winter outing. Again, avoid cotton clothing.
Leave the tee shirt in the car, or better yet, at home.Always pack more clothing than you need. In
the Cascades, you’re likely to run into a variety of temperatures during the day, and your body
temperature will change as you stop, go, sweat, and stop. Develop a layering system that allows
you to compensate for these changes. Next to your skin, wear a lightweight layer of long
underwear, made of polypropylene, wool, silk, Capilene®, or Thermastat™. These first-layer
materials wick away sweat from your skin and maintain a dry layer of insulation where it’s
needed most. Over the first layer, the options are limitless. Choose some kind of warm sweater,
fleece coat, wool jumper, or down jacket. Down vests are excellent ways to maintain a warm core
without restricting your movement. Finally, let’s remember that this is Oregon. Carry a pair of
waterproof/breathable pants and a jacket. A simple shell jacket compresses nicely into a
backpack and will keep wind and water from infiltrating your insulation. Also, choose your
accessories carefully. Consider bringing along a warm hat, gloves or mittens (the latter are
warmer but offer less dexterity), and maybe even a neck gaiter.Snowshoeing in springtimeIf
you’re planning a strenuous trip, start off wearing just enough clothing to keep the chill off. You’ll
warm up soon enough. As soon as you start to sweat, it’s time to remove a layer. Moisture that
remains on the skin could end up freezing there, which could invite the onset of
hypothermia.Safety EquipmentAs soon as the trailhead is out of site, you’re in the backcountry,
where you’ll rely on your own preparedness to keep you safe. The Mountaineers has developed
a list of Ten Essentials that everyone in your group should carry:1. Extra clothing. Plan on the
worst weather possible, even if the sun shines in the morning. Weather changes quickly in the
mountains, and if you get injured or lost you won’t be moving around much. Be ready for long
periods of sitting in the cold.2. Extra food. Snowshoeing is a workout, and being out in the cold
requires energy. Always bring enough food so that you’ll have some left over from an uneventful
trip. This extra fuel will keep you warm and energized during emergencies.3. Sunglasses.
They’re necessary in snowy conditions, where sunlight reflects off millions of snow crystals.
Squinting is not enough to prevent snow blindness, a painful and debilitating condition that can
create an emergency on a sunny or even a partially cloudy day.4. Knife. These days, a multitool
is an even better option, since the pliers that come on many of them can be used for equipment



repair. You never know how useful a knife is until you don’t have one.5. First-aid kit. Even if you
aren’t trained in first aid, it’s a good idea to carry enough to handle immediate problems, like cuts
and sprains. Gauze bandages, pain-relief medication, and sun and burn cream are a few basics
everyone should carry. A first-aid course is a good idea for anyone who plans to venture out into
the backcountry.6. Fire starter. A candle or other fire-starting material is the only way you’ll get
wet wood to burn. If you’re stuck in the winter woods overnight, a campfire can keep you warm
and members of your party calm.7. Matches. Don’t bother with anything but the windproof/
waterproof variety. Lighters run out of fuel, get wet easily, and are otherwise unreliable.8.
Flashlight. Keep in mind that it gets dark very quickly during an Oregon winter. You may need a
flashlight to find your way out after dark or to set up an emergency camp. Always carry extra
batteries and bulb.9. Map. First, be sure you know how to read it, and always carry the map of
the area you’re hiking in.10. Compass. Don’t carry one without knowing how to use it.I’ve always
carried a few other items on my trips. A snow shovel of lightweight plastic or metal is essential for
safety in avalanche country and for setting up camp in the snow. I also carry a repair/emergency
kit that holds a few widely applicable items: a few feet of 1-inch tubular webbing, more than a
dozen feet of nylon cord, and construction-grade quick glue. Although every backpacker seems
to have rolls of duct tape around, in winter switch to black electrician’s tape, which sticks better
in freezing temperatures. I carry a whole roll of the stuff, which can fix just about anything. A tiny
mylar blanket can make a handy shelter in a pinch and takes up almost no space in your pack. A
small safety mirror, sold in most backpacking shops, is great for signaling aircraft or search
parties. I also carry an ace bandage for wrapping twisted ankles and knees. If you use ski poles
for snowshoeing—many people find them helpful for balance or for climbing and descending
steep hills—be sure to carry an extra basket. Poles are excellent tools for deep-snow trail
breaking, but it’s a mistake to rely on them too heavily. On a few trips in this book you’d be well
advised to carry an ice ax and know how to use it.Food and WaterCarry food that will do the job
of keeping you fueled and warm. I’ve never left a trailhead without a few “energy bars” in my
pack. They last a long time and work great as backup food. But going into the backcountry
doesn’t mean having to eat artificial food. Dried or fresh fruit, nuts, breads, cheeses, and a lot of
water—about a quart per person every 8 hours—will keep you going on most any trip. The
backcountry medicine guru Buck Tilton states that urine should be “clear and copious” in the
backcountry to avoid dehydration. It may be cold and snowy, but winter air can still dehydrate the
winter athlete. A tiny thermos full of hot noncaffeinated tea or broth makes a wonderful treat on
winter outings. Likewise candy is nice for a treat, but sugar burns fast and won’t sustain you for
an extended trip.Sno-Park PermitsMost of the snowshoe hikes in this book start at state sno-
parks. Oregon’s sno-park permit program provides parkings areas in all of the state’s mountain
passes as well as most ski, snowmobile, and snow play areas. To park in one of the sno-park
areas (which are often posted with signs identifying them as “Winter Recreation Areas”)
between November 15 and April 30, you must have a valid sno-park permit displayed in the
windshield of your vehicle. Otherwise, you may be fined.Sno-park permits can be purchased at



all Oregon Department of Motor Vehicles offices, and also from permit agents in resorts,
sporting good stores, and other retail outlets. In 2001, an annual permit cost $15, a three-day
permit cost $7, and a daily permit cost $3. Some permit agents may charge an additional service
fee. For more information and updates on sno-park permits, call the Oregon Department of
Transportation at (800) 977-ODOT (6368) or visit .WINTER CAMPINGWhat better way to truly
experience the full beauty of winter than to spend a night in the snow? The quiet of the snowy
forests and mountains and the solitude and the beauty of the winter sky are great reasons for
sleeping out in the wintry backcountry.But winter camping demands more preparation and
planning than summertime tenting out. Plan well in advance for your warmth, your diet, and your
shelter. The consequences of not having thought out all the possibilities are more serious in the
winter than they are during a warm summer night. In general you’ll need more of everything:
more clothing for sitting around when the temperatures are freezing; more stove fuel for making
water by melting snow; a warmer sleeping bag (and a sleeping pad) for chilly nights; and a more
durable tent.When planning your itinerary, remember winter in the Pacific Northwest means
short days. Unless you’ve been snowshoeing all winter and are accustomed to carrying heavy
loads into the backcountry, you can assume that backpacking in the snow is strenuous in ways
you haven’t counted on. It’s best to cut your day’s snowshoeing short to allow for enough time to
set up camp. You want to have some energy left for putting up your tent or preparing
food.Consider your camp’s location carefully. Burning a fire or stove beneath a snow-laden tree
can cause that snow to melt just enough to drop on your head or camp. Shelter yourself away
from the wind and avalanche-prone hillsides. Remember that cold air sinks; try to avoid camping
in the bottom of a deep valley. If you like, you can build a snow cave, sleep in a tent, or use some
of the backcountry shelters available for public use. If you use a tent, make sure it can withstand
strong gusts of wind and heavy snowfall that may build up during the night. The snow does offer
you endless opportunities to practice “snow architecture.” Use your snowshoes to stomp down a
flat spot for your tent. For protection from wind and for more warmth, build a snow wall around
your tent. You don’t need more than a couple vertical feet of snow in a semicircle to do the
job.Your main goal while winter camping is to stay warm and dry. To that end, you’ll need a
serious sleeping bag designed for cold temperatures. Modern synthetic bags are cheaper,
lightweight, and warm. Of course, nothing beats a down-filled sleeping bag for warmth and low
weight. Down bags cost more, however, and the trick with down is keeping it dry; it doesn’t
insulate much at all if it’s wet. Besides a warm sleeping bag, you’ll want warm, dry clothes. I like
to change into dry clothes as soon as I get to camp; that way I’m ready to tackle other projects
such as preparing food and shelter. If you do have wet items that you’ll want for the next day, the
only way to really dry them out is to drag the soggy things into your sleeping bag. Few things are
less appealing on a cold winter night than sleeping with a pair of soggy socks, but you decide
just how badly you’ll want dry gear on the next cold morning. Finally, if the temperatures are well
below freezing, sleep with your water bottle to keep it from freezing. To make this last task more
inviting, fill your bottle with warm (not boiling) water before you go to bed. A good old hot water



bottle is one of the oldest tricks in the book for warding off the chills on a winter
night.AVALANCHE SAFETYThis guide is not a replacement for essential avalanche safety
courses, books, or videos. Anyone going into hilly territory is headed into avalanche country.
Unfortunately, avalanches occur because of processes that are difficult to gauge just by looking
at a pristine hillside. Here’s one rule of thumb that has never failed any backcountry traveler: if it
looks like it could slide, then it probably will. Maybe not today, maybe not tomorrow, but you can’t
be sure. This rule is annoyingly simplistic, but it’s a useful thing to remember when you begin
second-guessing avalanche terrain.The best way to avoid avalanche hazard is to use your
senses. Snow that is poorly bonded beneath the surface will most likely release and start an
avalanche. Watch the weather. Dramatic changes in temperature or weather patterns can affect
the stability of the snow. Avalanches occur most frequently on slope angles between 30 and 45
degrees, but they have been known to occur on angles as shallow as 25 degrees or as steep as
70 degrees. Also look at the terrain in front of you. Avalanches are much more likely to occur on
convex slopes with a bulge in the middle, or on concave slopes with a steep upper section. Look
at the vegetation. Are the trees sparse in one gully and not in another? If so, it may mean that
avalanches have scoured the area before. If it’s warm out, well above freezing, watch for gloppy
snow that sticks to your snowshoes and boots. This sort of wet snow can also slide easily
because water is melting down through the snowpack and weakening its structural
integrity.Doing an avalanche pit testBesides using your senses, you should check all available
information. Several avalanche hot lines cover portions of Oregon, and many local forest service
or park service offices maintain avalanche and snow condition hot lines. They are listed at the
top of the hike descriptions, where applicable. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s weather forecasts (available through a special weather radio or the agency’s
website, ) can tell backcountry travelers a lot about the sort of snow and weather conditions that
await them. The National Avalanche Center’s website, , provides a detailed synopsis of weather
and snow conditions. This extensive site covers most of the Cascade mountain region. Also, be
sure to call the Oregon Avalanche Report (which covers Mount Hood and the southern
Cascades) at (503) 326-2400.USING THIS BOOKThe hikes listed in this guide are designed to
inspire your own adventures, fire your imagination, and show you a good representation of the
opportunities in Oregon’s winter landscape. It should not replace individual planning and ideas.
Use your summer hiking guides as further inspiration for good snowshoeing routes. In this book,
the route descriptions are designed to help you plan your hike, but they are not the last word on
each route. That comes from you after you’ve completed a trip and found the best routes,
methods, and tools for the job.To guarantee that your initial snowshoeing experience is positive,
start with an easy route. As simple as it may become, your first experience with snowshoeing will
necessarily require several adjustments. You’ll have to get a group together, find a route to
tackle, get the shoes sized up properly, pack the right clothes, prepare enough food and water,
and check the weather and avalanche notices. In Oregon, the winters are long and usually very
snowy; you can count on a lot of time to tackle more ambitious trips later.Understanding the



Chapter InformationEach route starts with essential, at-a-glance information to make it easy for
you to decide if the hike is right for you and your group.Trail Ratings. The hike ratings in this book
are subjective, and not everyone will agree with every rating. Keep this in mind as you select
routes. The ratings are based on the following guidelines:Easy: No previous snowshoeing
experience is required. These trails are great for a first attempt or for families. Elevation gain or
loss, route-finding, and avalanche challenges are all minimal on these hikes.More difficult: You
will need more experience with snowshoes because of the climbing and descending on these
routes. Also, because of moderate avalanche danger, many of these trails will require more
planning. Length alone can designate a trail as “more difficult.”Most difficult: Avalanche hazard
needs to be considered on every one of these trips. The routes reach significant heights, and
proficiency with snowshoes on steep traverses, climbs, or descents is required. You may need to
carry and know how to use an ice ax for self-arrest.Backcountry: Often a trail gets a
“backcountry” rating because there are no obvious trails or roads to follow, and hikers will need
to be skilled with map and compass to complete them. You need solid avalanche awareness,
mountaineering, and winter survival skills to safely complete many of these trips.Round Trip.
This estimation varies only because starting points will change depending on where snowpack
ends on certain access roads and parking areas. A trip that was 5 miles in a low snow year could
double if the road leading to the trailhead is snowed out. Trips that start and end in developed
sno-parks will contain the most consistent estimations.Starting Elevation. This number is an
estimation, as snow levels can change the starting point of the hike.High Point. This number
represents the highest elevation point, not necessarily the ending point.Best Hiking Time. This is
a “best guess” based on an average snow year. I’ve done my best to offer a window of time
within which you will encounter sufficient snow and decent weather to carry out the trip. But the
Cascade Mountains have a way of confounding attempts to categorize an “average” snow year.
A deep, stable snowpack creates the best snowshoeing conditions. It would be nice if the
weather were calm and clear. It would be even nicer if the avalanche danger were negligible.
However, it’s a rare day when all of these factors coincide. Use this category as a good indicator
and be prepared to make your own decisions based on information gathered from forest
rangers, weather forecasters, or others who have recently traveled the trails.Maps. The maps
included in this book aren’t intended for wilderness navigation. They should help you locate
trailheads and significant landmarks. They are in no way intended as replacements for good
topographic maps and a compass. You’ll quickly find that navigating in the winter is a lot different
than in summer; for one thing, the trail is rarely visible, and neither are some trail markers.Water
Tower TrailWhere possible, I’ve listed commercially produced maps that overlap maps produced
by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the United States Forest Service (USFS).
Often these privately produced maps (such as the Geo-Graphics and Green Trails maps) are
more helpful than the USGS or USFS maps; the information is more recent, and trail distances
and features are clearly marked. Most larger outdoor equipment stores stock the Geo-Graphics
maps and a few others stock the Green Trails maps, which are listed by number in a grid.Who to



Contact. Start every trip with a call to the Oregon Avalanche Report, which covers Mount Hood
and the southern Cascades, at (503) 326-2400. Most of the numbers listed with each hike are
for U.S. Forest Service ranger district offices. These offices maintain information on road
conditions and trail usage, and some may have staff available to answer more complicated
questions about avalanche hazards and trail conditions.A NOTE ABOUT SAFETYSafety is an
important concern in all outdoor activities. No guidebook can alert you to every hazard or
anticipate the limitations of every reader. Therefore, the descriptions of roads, trails, routes, and
natural features in this book are not representations that a particular place or excursion will be
safe for your party. When you follow any of the routes described in this book, you assume
responsibility for your own safety. Under normal conditions, such excursions require the usual
attentionto traffic, road and trail conditions, weather, terrain, the capabilities of your party, and
other factors. Keeping informed on current conditions and exercising common sense are the
keys to a safe, enjoyable outing.The Mountaineers BooksNortheast face of Mount Hood--1--
Silcox HutRating:More difficultRound trip:2 milesStarting elevation:5,000 feetHigh point:6,920
feet at Silcox HutBest season:January through JuneMaps:USFS Mount Hood Wilderness;
Green Trails No. 462, Mount Hood; USGS Mount Hood SouthWho to contact:Mount Hood
National Forest, Zigzag Ranger Station, (541) 662-3191If you’re lucky, you can stretch the
snowshoeing season and do this easy trip well into early summer. The glaciers above Timberline
Lodge stick around so long that ski racers use the Palmer Snowfield as a year-round training
area. Tucked in below the hubbub of the Palmer chair lift is this gem of Oregon history; the Silcox
Hut represents some of Oregon’s mountaineering glory days, as well as its philanthropic future.
The old Silcox Hut was originally built in 1939 as a warming hut for mountaineers, and it still
serves that purpose admirably. The sturdy construction of rock and massive Oregon timbers was
designed to withstand the foul weather that frequently slams the mountain. The cabin had fallen
into disrepair, but in the 1980s a coalition of climbers, historic preservationists, and architects
“rescued” it. After the renovation project the Silcox Hut has a new lease on life as a combination
warming cabin, café (in season), and overnight destination. It’s even been used in a comedy
short by Portland filmmaker Steve Sandoz; the cabin was a stand-in for a monastery.The Silcox
Hut makes for a great short day trip in good weather. Getting to Silcox Hut takes a bit of work,
since you’ll be climbing a mile up the mountain, well above tree line. That means that even
though the distance is short, all the rules of high-mountain backcountry travel should apply.
Mount Hood is notorious for attracting “sneaker” storms that appear out of nowhere. During
whiteout conditions it’s frighteningly easy to lose your way on the glaciers. If you think you might
go beyond Silcox onto the mountain’s higher slopes, you should sign in at the climbers’ registry,
located within the newer portion of Timberline Ski Area’s Wy’East Day Lodge. The registry is
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.To get to Timberline Lodge, take Highway 26 east from
Portland to Government Camp; the turnoff toward Timberline Lodge is barely a mile past the
eastern edge of town. To get to Silcox, head for the climber’s trail just north of the lower
Timberline parking lot. Travel just to the east of the groomed ski trails. It’s a good idea to stay off



the groomed area for a few reasons. For one, if you travel the groomers you’ll be in the way of
speeding skiers and snowboarders. Second, you may block the path of snow cats as they ply
the mountain’s slopes. If you’re hiking in a whiteout or early in the morning, snow cat drivers can’t
see you until they’re almost right on top of you.
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Nate, “Very informative book. This book has been very useful to us already and we've only had it
for a few months. I was looking for a book to give us some ideas about where to snowshoe in
Oregon and this one gives us TONS of ideas. I would highly recommend this book for new
snowshoers as well as those of us that are more experienced. There are trails in here that you
may never find on your own.”

Heather C, “Could use some updating, pair with good GPS.. I have used this as a starting point
for trips, but don't rely on it alone. Take a good gps as trails get obscured in snow.”

Kate, “great book. What a great book! It dos a great job explaining how hard routes are, where
they are, how popular they are, etc.  I want to do all of them!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The author gives a good description of what to expect and what trails to ....
I am enjoying this book. I have 3 now, 1 for summer hikes, 1 for cross country skiing and now this
snow shoe trails. The author gives a good description of what to expect and what trails to
consider for your (skills). I like this books.”

shirley stinson, “Five Stars. Very nice book. Great gift idea. I would highly recommend it. Great
price and Arrived quickly.”

The book by mathivanan palraj has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 22 people have provided feedback.
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